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ABSTRACT
Effectivo action in educational development is

dependent upon an adequate consideration of requisite variety. An
adequate consideration of requisite variety includes a delineation of
the information field appropriate for the decisionmaking system. An
interaction of the information domain with each state of development,.
state-set, and whole would enhance decidability. The evaluation of an
educational system qua organization requires the delineation,
procurement, and provision of information for tho reduction of
uncertainty in decisionmaking. The theoretical basis for the
evaluation model derives from a self-organizing meta-structure of
ontogenetic pragmatics. The self-organizing meta-structure includes a
supra-ordinate stabilization of syntax and semantics. Two subordinate
stabilizations of completability-consistency and
controllability-observability are embedded, in the self-organizing
stabilization. The ontogenetic pragmatics include a stabilization of
syntal elements and synergistic relationships in the pragmatic
functions of the organization. The pragmatic functions may include
policymaking, needs assessment, planning, program development,
program implementation, program evaluation, management information
system resource management, and environmental relations. The purpose
of the evaluation is to facilitate the improvement of gel:eral systems
decisions in educational development. (Author)
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GENERAL SYSTEMS DECISIONS IN
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Ermel Stepp, Jr.
Design and Evalliation Specialist

Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc.
Charleston, West Virginia 25325

Effective action in educational development is dependent upon
an adequate consideration of requisite variety. An adequate consideration
of requisite variety includes a delineation of the information field appro-
priate for the decision-making system. An adequately delineated informa-
tion field for general systems evaluation attends to the logical duality
of incompletability-consistency and the empirical duality of controllability-
observability. /ncompletability provides the definitive boundary, shifting,

.

and capacity of syntality. Consistency relates the redundancy, multiplexing,
and reliability of synergy. Controllability transforms the connectedness,
encodability, and ambiguity of synergistic consequents of syntality. Obser-
vability is germane to the decipherability, decodability, and equivocation
of synergy in adaptive syntal antecedents. Criterion variables, operational
indicators, and acceptability levels differentiate.this basis of requisite
variety in the information universe for general systems decisions on educa-
tional research and development. Research management neglects requisite
variety in underdetermined planning and evaluation models.

Educational Development

Educational development is a systematic effort to generate and diffuse

products to expedite human learning in institutional settings. A rationale

for effort is strongly related to change gradients in the contemporary milieu.

Marketability has been a salient concern with scant attention to the "world

problematique" (Meadows, 1972) and alternative futures in evidence. Policy

has been forged by advocacy in an arena of conflict with minimal priorities

for the macro system. A resistance to formalization in theoretical and

methodological adequa:q is manifested in a general politicized climate of

mediocre programs. Amelioration of this state of the art may be brought

about by algorithmic advocacy addressed to accountability through requisite

variety. Anything of lesser stature may be a damage-laden intervention with

regression consequences for the macro system and/or the human subjects (Nash,

1973; Sprigle, 1972; Wheeler and King, 1972).
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The National Institute of Education (NIE) has been organized and

invested with a mission to nurture educational R & D. The decision

setting for educational development may have a neomobilistio character in

engendering large change in a small information field. The decision model

for educational development may be that of planned change (Clark and Guba,

1965, 1972). A variant of the planned change paridigm guides the efforts

of the Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc. (AEL). The AEL model sub-

sets the domain of educational development with concomitant emphases in

product development and product diffusion and three linear strategies:

product planning strategy, product development strategy, and product dif-

fusion strategy. Each strategy nests at least one of the seven-stages of

the paradigm. The product planning strategy subsumes the stages of needs

assessment, feasibility analysis, and program planning. The product

development strategy subsumes the stages of design and engineering, field

testing, and operational testing. The product diffusion strategy includes

the state on dissemination and implementation.

Theoretical Basis

The theoretical basis for the evaluation of educational systems is

the reduction of uncee:ainty in decision-making on the system qua organi-

zation (Cyert and March, 1963; March and Simon, 1958). Several levels of

uncertainty are posited.

to Pragmatic uncertainty pertains to mundane functions.

Transactional uncertainty pertains to interfacing prag-

matic components; and the organization must realize a

balance between pragmatics and semantics.

41, Semantic uncertainty exists in the controllability and

observability of the system; and the organization.



Must realize a balance between the ability to driVe the

system from given states to desired states aLd the as-

signment of fault for failing productivity.

* Self-organizing uncertainty'exists in the relationship

of syntax to semantics) and the organization must realize

a balance between the most general logical rules of action

and meaningful control and meaningful observability of the

system.

Synatio uncertainty is the inherent indeterminancy of a

rational system in terms of completability and consistency)

and the organization must realize a balance between complet-

ability and consistency.

Algedonic uncertainty pertains to'the lack of doubt and

presence of confidence in the capacity for exchange in the

syntax-pragmatics interface such that the organization may

maintain a viability and robustness in its environment, but,

nevertheless, respond with requisite speed to challenge.

OntOgenetic uncertainty exists in the relationship between

syntality and synergy in the system& and the organization

must, realize a balance in complexity of elements and re-

lationships.

The realization of balance, equilibrium, or stabilization in the face

of these uncertainties is the rasion dgtre for institutional leadership, and

infuses organizational identity and character. The reduction of these

organizational uncertainties is the sine qua non for the evaluation of the

cooperative qua organization. Organizational evaluation delineates, pro-

cures, and provides information to reduce undertainty in decision-making

about the organization.
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Meta-structure

A meta-structure for the organization is evident in the Uncertainties.

A specification matrix for this meta-structure is a necessary delineation

of the:general information requirements for organizational evaluation. A

sufficient delineation is realized when the pragmatic functions of the

system are specified, including the ontogenetie complexity of syntal elements

and synergistic relationships (Figure 2). Such lists of variables and taxa

as prepared by March and Simon (1958), Griffiths et al. (1969), and Price

(1968) may prove helpful in delineating the functions. The pragmatic

functions may be the following:

Policy-Making

Needs-Assessment

Planning

Program Development

Program Implementation

Program Evaluation

Management Information System

Resources Management

EnvironMental Relations

.Selforganizity meta-structure. Self-organization enhances pattern

in the faeo of entropic environmental abrasion. Syntality and/or synergy

may simplify or become more complex. Let completability, consistency,

controllability, and observability be represented in Figure 2 by points

11, 22, 33, and 44, respectively. Let the ij points represent interaction

carriers between the equilibria agents. A given educational system, whether

fully stabilized in institutional character, recently formed and seeking

identity, or experiencing a transient condition of organizational development
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may be conceptualized and evaluated for tho full self-organization of

epigenetic pragmatics (Figure 3).

System Logic

Simple advocacy is necessary but insufficient for the elaboration

of learning support systems. Educational development may be defensibly

Constrained to modes of elaboration which are reliant upon algorithmic

research-based advocacy (Schutz, 1973); which formulates a systems.de-

cidability in terms of a basis of requisite variety (Ashby, 1959). The

delineation of requisite variety in the information universe for educational

development spans the domains of logical duality and empirical duality.

Logical duality includes incompletemess and consistency (Davis, 1958).

Empirical duality includes controllability and observability. A typology

of this duality may raise questions of program logic. Most developmentll

efforts, for pretenses of political sophistication or default in coping

ability, are probably incomplete and inconsistent.

Incompleteness

Incompleteness exists if the universe of propositions is not ex-

haustea. Exhaustion may be precluded by lack of specification of system

states and/or the failure to identify relevant state-variables. A search

of contigencies including needs, problems, and opportunities is essential

in the resolution of the horizons of possibilities. Neglect here may lead

to developmental efforts with tragic consequences. Suboptimization of a

legitimate developmental subsystem with strong advocacy and band wagon

allegiance may be tantamount to educational decay. Universal early child-:

hood education with-strong affective-socialization objectives could con-

ceivably deplete society of ushy,lonely" sizothymic theoretical physicists.
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Career education sYsterie could have:a-dangeroutvincOmpletoness in,tW

corporate productivity syndrOMe'deValUing Oreativel.eisupS and,leading to

a crisis in a state of braking,industrialtebbnological growth (NAPh 1973)..

Incompletenowentompassesthe tafleOtion of a kogicUpontself::

to disclose an inadequate closUre, A crack in the wall of the autonomous`

composure ofPredichts Oalculuor action is PerhuasiVe of justifiable:

permeability or completion from without (Beer, 1959) The universe of

criterion variables in-the design calculus is subject to Strategy shifting!

Oltinina0.0n, combination, transfer, modification, and siMplification.

:Operational indicators areicneracterized by the same reservations* tactical:

:shifting:(41440priate for formative evaluation). AccePtability levels fok

planning decisions concern channel capacity and bOundary shifting. A funda..

mental planning decision based upon incompleteness information is in terme,

of a criterion of maturity. What conditions and circumstances emit. the

13ediOation of a "mature EducatiOnal Laboratory or "mature Educational

Cooperative"?

The formulation of objectives constitutes a planning decisions subset

relative to any development system. The delineation., gatheting, and pro7

viding of information to fund planning decisions is context evaluation.

.Consistency

Absent Present

o
0
y

y
44

Complete
and

Inconsistent

Complete
and

Consistent

Incomplete
and

Inconsistent

Incomplete
. and

. Consistent,

figure 4

Basic Development Logic
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This information pertains to intended ends of the product. ThS Principal

issue is incompletedness requiring strategic shifts in the goal-structUre

of the design. A functional closure may be certified to be embodied in

the design as well as engender a repertoire of strategic shifts.

Monitor. Educational output is monitored by the educational development

system (EDS). In the output space, Y, educational problems are identifiable.

Which actions are to be taken to produce desired consequences? A casual

relationship is predicated between a dedired criterion effect, such as

remediating an undesirable educational deficiency, and'causal predictors

or control decision variables. The control decision problem may be (L)

stochastic risk, (2) deterministic certainty, or.(3) judgmental uncertainty.

For each decision control problem the monitor - identity function generates

a criterion universe of concern for the EDS and enumerates the criterion

elements. Implicit remediation actions are predicated for the search for a

solution to the educational problem.

Consistency

, Consistency in educational development encompasses state succession. A

next-state mapping function describes the state transitions in the system

as a form.of law of interaction among states.

X(t) (t,to) Xo

X -zn state vector

Xo _= n initial state vector

Ot,to) a state-transition matrix

Am-aspect of succession is persistence, including sinks. Consistency pro-

vides pattern which enables choice in reconsidering incompleteness and

structuring the system.

'Choice involves criteria and decision rules. criteria provide standards
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as a basis for choosing among alternative actions'. The Criteria may be instru.

mental or consummatory! or, scientific or prudential. Strategies for action

contingent upon levels of risk on criterion variables may faCilitate choice

in some decision frameworks.

Figure 5

Educational Development:
State - Space. Representation

Priority. Elements of the criterion universe of concern are ordered

in a decision-making hierarchy. Given the finite family of criterion systems,

Y, Yi, and i e I, i > j iff Yi has priority of action over Yj, where > denotes

ordering in I, therefore,

Yg > Yh > > yi < ...> ym

represents the complete ordering of .m elements in the criterion universe.

Standards. For each criterion element a metric comparison may be chosen

to demarcate the boundary between satisfaction and dissatisfaction, including

lower bound, upper bound, and latitude.

A minimum standard does not mean the smallest number, but may be an upper

bound, for example. A goal may be a more explicit numerical identity not in

the boundary set.

Performance Index. The fundamental choices of system synthesis pertain

to the systems performance index. The performance index is a function which
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is.minimized to achOve least initial error, instantaneous error, and cost.

of- control in the operation of the system (Ogata, 1967). The criteria and

decision rules for specifying the perfcrmance index of the system are crucial

ChOices of character. The selection of state variables and the weighting

criteria in the matrices of error and cost are very weakly expressed in most

developmefit systems, if not left emergent by default. Herein resides a cen-

tral concern of feasibility analysis.

.J m x*px + fx*Qx dt + fu*Ru dt

J m system performance index

x m state-vector (column)

x*Im state-vector (row)

P m initial error weighting matrix

Q m instantaneous error weighting matrix

u 4 control-vector

u*sm control-vector

R u cost of control matrix

Discretion of the continuous equation would be appropriate for sampled

data systems.

, Structuring decisions. System structuring decisions influence state

succession and persistence through redundancy, multiplexing, and reliability.

Redundancy is multiple causal connectedness such that an influence may be

exerted over alternative channels. Multiplexing is the refraction of single

influences upon more than one crAerion variable such that each criterion

variable is an interactive coMbination of influences. Reliability is the

certainty of effect from structuring action. These issues constitute the

central concern of program planning.

Alternatives. A priority concern may be a composite causal effect of
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deeision variables: A apt of decision variables could constitute a weighted

linear combination to determine the criterion.'

More explicitly, decision variables May be weighted in combinations to

obtain decision alternatives for the solution of the problem involving a

high priority educational criterion.

A vector-matrix equation may simplify*

m A

' The multivariate planning matrix id conventionally formulated by the

planner in terms of strategies and actions. Under stochastic risk the matrix

elements are probabilities: under deterministic certainty the elements are

numerical weighting coefficients; and under judgMental uncertainty the ele-

ments are relative valuations of the action states. The multivariate plan6ing

matrix is communicated to the decision-maker.

Decision. A decision problem is to choose a strategy of action from:a

set of alternative strategies.

A complete paradigm of the decision-making process involves certainty,

risk, and uncertainty. Decision under certainty involves the selection of

strategy with optimum payoff. Decision under risk involves the selection

of strategy with the highest expected utility. Decision under uncertainty

involves the selection of a decision rule and the selection of a strategy

with payoff best meeting the decision rule.

Two players may find a saddle point in a game such that each

minimizes his losses and maximizes his gain. This is the

game-theoretic minimax solution.
1

Deterministic optimization involves an objective function and

a feasible domain of allowable decisions. The objective func-

tion is a composite of an outcome function and an evaluation
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function. The outcome function maps aotions into criterion

effoots. Tho evaluation function maps.the interaction of

action and criterion into a value set, The deterministic

optimization problem is to find doCisive actions in the

feasible domAtn such that the feasible objective function

values become less than or equal to general objective func-

tion values.

A stochastic efficiency matrix is important in decision under

risk. A strategy may have a probability, given in generating

a certain outcome.

Aoki (1967) has generated some conceptuai structure on the

optimization of stochastic systems compatible with mathemat-

ical control theory.

O The best of the worst, a pessimistic solution, isopted for

under the premise of maximin utility. In the multivariate

planning matrix, the minima of the rows are identified, and

the smallest_maximum of these is used to select the row

strategy for action.

The best of the best, or the optimistic solution, is opted for under

maximax utility. That strategy, which simultaneously maximizes the

value element is chosen.

A weighted choice on the optimism-pessimism dimension is made in

which that strategy, Si, is selected which maximizes (q max Vij

j

(1 7a) min V,i) in the Huxwicz rule. The symbol a has a numerical
i 1

value given by

0 <aA 1

such that a 0 > the pessimistic maximin, and a to 1 > the

optimistic maximax.
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4, That strategy, Si, is chosen from,the set of alternative strategies,

S, such as to'maximize E V
ij'

or E Viiin the mean values in the

La Place rule.

A satisfaction problem involves an objective function, a tolerance

function, a feasible*domain of allowable deoisions, and arbitrary

sets. Lotting X. and SI be arbitrary sets

gs X x ni-tfr V (objectivo function)

0004 V (tolerance function)

The problem is to find a satisficing solution X C Xfc. X, w.0 n

g (X, w) < ev-(w)

The satisficing criterion is represented by <. The satisficing

problem is represented as (g, r, Xf, n ).
1

SysteM Dynamics

The empirical duality of controllability and observability are crucial

to the explication of system dynamics. Controllability exists if the system

can be transferred from an initial state to a goal state by a finite control

sequence in a finite time interval. Observability exists if a prior state

may be inferred from a finite output sample in a finite time interval. The

state-space of an educational development system may be decomposed into four

cells according to the presence or absence of controllability and observa-

bility (Ogata, 1967) Shultz and Melsa,.1967).

Controllability

Absent Present

L'
4
45

rl

.o0

'A

tv

o0
A4

Not Controllable,
Observable

Controllable,
Observable

'A

t()

Not Controllable
Not Observable

Controllable,
Not Observable

pigure 6: System State-Space Decomposition
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Any system may be partitioned into simultaneous subsystems under con-

trollability-observability schemata. Accountability may exist

L 1.Ne.....eM111IMI,IO

Figure 7

Controllability-Observability Partition

only under conditions of simultaneous controllability and observability.

The So subsystem is an unresponsive cell to any control vector. The Sco,

sybsystem is a fully accountable partition. The So subsystem is an autono-

mous emitter of influence not strobed by the control signal. Sn is a non-

reactive subsystem which may be necessary for the interactive capacity of

the system.

Controllability

Controllability exists if the system can be transferred from any initial

state to any final state in a finite time interval by a finite control

sequence. Symbollically,

X = f, (x, u, t)

A linear vector-matrix variation has the following forms

X =Ax+Bu

X = state variable vector

u = control vector
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A gs transition matrix

B PA control matrix

Goal-attainment includes yieldi.and the state-space representation, gives

an output vector as a function of state variables, control vector, and time.

X e f2 (xt t)

A linear vector matrix variation has the following form'

Cx + Du

m'output vector

x 42 state vector

u m control vector

C n output matrix

D rransmission matrix

EILJ

Figure 8

State-Space System

Strategic effects are to be noted:

Certain stare-variables could be associated with large coefficients

such that a small change in the state-variable would engender a

large effect upon a rate of change in that state variable or another

one. The manipulation of such a variable in an educational develop-.

ment system may contribute tl cost-effectiveness, for example.

o Alternative trajectories may be identifiable from the origin, or
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an interim State to the final state. Under equifinality the optimal

trajectory can be selected for economy of development.

O A.stationary state exists, if X m 01 and development may be impossible

and if tried a wasteful quAndary, another selection of state-variables

may not have a vanishing vector derivative and allow a developmental

deoidability for positive action.

Periodic fluctuations nodes, loops, and cycles may describe the

development trajectory under certain circumstances and be difficult

to interpret aside from a quantified systems model of decidability

in educational deVelopment.

A sigmoid curve of growth-like or decay-like phenomena may Occur

in some development systems, especially in diffusion subsystems.

Independent subsystems may emerge, and even tend toward conditions

of suboptimization.

State-variables may have. hierarchical order, akin to fundaments,

first order factors, and second order factors.

o The impulse-response.function may indicate the most cost-effective

strategy for controlling system-states and effecting output yield.

What is the system response to one unit change in each state-

variable in strategic states?

The manipulation of state-transition sequences, or next-state mappings

is consequent upon implementation decisions based upon information about

implication, connectedness, and transformation. Such information is desig-

nated controllability information. The operational indicators, subject to

formative search and manipulation, may be principal shapers, preventers, and

encodable affecters. A manipulatable indicator may have an impulse-response

function relative to its including criterion subsystem, and this impulse-
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response controllability information may reduce the uncertainty attendant

to effect, Acceptability levels on criterion variables involve the per-

formance index relating terminal error, instantaneous error, and control

Costs satisficing boundades (or optimizing maxima), and ambiguity.

AmbigUity is the uncertainty of the output given the Anpat.

Means and actual effects are coupled in implementing decisions on

the system. Concern is for program operations. The delineation,, gather-

ing, and providing information to fund implementation decisions pertaining,

to each of the manuals is process evaluation. The principal issue is con-

trollability, that is, the problem is the manipulation of states to generate

a transition sequence to create consequent target states. The design and

engineering state invests the state-space system with substance, that is,

elaborates a realization of syntalitY.

Once an acceptable coping strategy has been selected, the boundaries

Of action must be demarcated for each program. Implementation of the solu-

tion is rudimentary mapping of action elements, Xii, and their uncertainties,

U, onto i.e.Yi, Ps X x U +Y. The real mapping of the enabling variates

onto the education criterion variate is in the utilization of products by

adopting educational systems.

(2)s2E'/214111X.

Observability information is delineated, gathered, and provided

to make recycling decisions. The decipherable operationality of criterion

variables is a matter of concern. A criterion construct must be subject

to ascertainment. A criterion event must be witnessable. Antecedent

states must be inferable from a finite output sample. Operational

indicators must have decodable effects to subscrve fault assignment in

convergence policies. Acceptability levels for criteria of success

would include attention to fail-safe and equivocation. Fail-safe
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ensures safety due to warning system failure. Equivocation is uncertainty

of input given the output.

Recycling decisions on the products of a development system constitute

a congruence judgment between actual realization and ends, that is between

consequent and consummatory states. The delineation, gathering, and provid-,

ing of information pertaining to recycling decisions is product evaluation.

The principal issue is observability; that is, the problem is the identifica-

tion'of antecedent states from an observation of outputs over a finite time

interval. Field testing in the educational development paradigm has this

central Concern of product development strategy; operational testing shares

the emphasis on controllability, but primarily for the benefit of potential

adopters. Moreover, operational testing confronts the adopter with the issue

of whether the educational development product does, indeed, provide an

adequatd situational deoidability.

Observability may subsume the behavior such as March and Simon (19%)

identified in an adaptive purposive system and related by Stepp (1972) t

formative evaluation in educational development.

Greater search is a consequence of less satisfaction.'

Higher expected value of reward is a consequence of greater

search.

Greater satisfaction is a consequence of higher expected value

of reward.

Less satisfaction is a consequence of higher level of aspiration.

Higher level of aspiration is a consequence of higher expected

value of,reward.

A stable equilibrium with'espiration exceeding expectation is

implied by constant aspiration.
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A search proportional to expeotation is implied by a constant

expectation.

A search threshhold residual is a consequence of the equality

of aspiration and expectation.

Cessation of search is a consequence of the equality of satis-

faction with a certain multiple of the residual search,

Requisite Variety
w

Theoretical inadequacy is the selection of an inappropriate strategy.

A strategy is a Le2151EL5e of variety and manipulations to influence payoff

in a contest, for stakes with an opponent (Ashby, 1956), in the sense of

cybernetics. A strategy may include extraneous Variety or exolude relevant

variety and be characterized by theoretical inadequacy. The case of extra-

neous variety is a lack of parsimony, a redundancy not preventive of stra-

tegic validity. Strategic validity is the extent to which the transmitted

influence of variety is the intended influence. The exclusion of relevant

variety from a strategy may prevent strategic validity from being attained,

,Theoretical inadequacy is crucial and justifies an intensive search to

preclude a premature closuie on criterion variety, elements of satisfaction

with realization in reference to the design model. Ashby's principle of

requisite variety states that variety can be driven down only by variety in

the control or regulator (Ashby, 1956). Haberstroh (1965) has given this

principle a high recommendation for organizational design. The control of

realization requires a repertory of variety large enough to squelch noises

and disturbancies.

An aUtogenetic, self-organizing developmental system maybe subjeotfibie

to uhdeoidshility through improper attention to requibite vatiaty. Fór

edUdational-development systems, this could be tattamoUilt-tO fOrfiiituro of

the completion - from- without which is so crucial to the met4pgio of the
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morphogenosis of development systems. The variety must be permissive of

mappings of characteristio computable functions translating micro policy

and the states of education development into macro realization. The

delineation of requisite variety for general systems deoision in eduoational

development is represented in Figure 9.

An evaluation plan prescribes the identification of decisions, the

delineation of information, the procurement of information, the provision

of information to decision-makers, and the allocation of resources to execute

the plan. Of course, requirements for formulation of the plan, and monitoring

the utilization of evaluative information in decision-making should be met.

A flow chart would facilitate the implementation of the plan according to

a schedule of events and activities.

Identif Decisions

The general decision field is the self-organizing meta-structure of

epigenetic pragmatics. The syntality and synergy of the pragmatic functions

are to be determined, the system stabilization of syntax and semantics is

to be determined for a base case) and alternative models for organisational

development generated.

Delineate Information

Delineate the specific syntal elements and synergistics relationships

of the praymatio functiond for the given cooperative. Require information

on semantic stabilization; syntactic stabilization, and self-Organizing

stabilization oil the- ontogenetic pragmatics of the given cooperative for

"iiie'base caseland lateroatiVe models for organizational development. -Reqdire

a demonstration-forthe-gi* tooperative'that ciO1f,;organizinC4tabifitatioh

la itUff1OienClOr:Ofigene:tiegtabiiii'ationind'trins'a6tional Stabilization,

if-, possible. -6th kWit6'-6kWate-Unc-ertMnii6i-ol eggenetiO stabiiiiitiOn
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and transactional stabilization,

The provision of information should be a reoiprocal exchange between

the evaluator and the decision-maker, The evaluator should monitor the

palization of evaluative information to assess its impact and worth,

Procure Information

Data procurement involves instrumentation and data processing) informa-

tion procurement involves the transformation of data into deoision-relevant

messages.

Instrumentation, Idontify or design instruments to obtain data on

each syntal element of each pragmatic function over a specified time.

Obtain and administer instruments to, gather data, on each syntal ele-

ment of each pragmatic function over a specified time,

Data Processing, Coda and store data for retrieval, Provide for

editing and quality control of dati, Assure that suitable hardware and Soft-

ware computer facilities are accessible for the transformation of the data to

decision - making information,

Methodolov. Analytical and sYnthetio techniques for the generation

of decision- referenced information are to be identified and scheduled.

Different techniques are more applicable to certain meta- structural data

than others. Suggested methodological choices are indicated in Figure 10,

Provision of Information

, Inform)tion shoUld be reported to decision-makep§ in A style consonant

With-theirneads. one-report ShOUld very simply-inditato*the contribution

of-each' varialge to the PragMatiO fUncitionrthe'koles:ofithe(pragmatic

function in institutional character, sense of identity and organizational

autonomyi and what can be done' to improve the educational cooperative qua
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organization. At least one technical report should be prepared to treat

the theoretical and methodological problems in any given evaluation.

Summary

An information domain, adequate for systems decidability, may be

sUbsetted with completeness, consistency, controllability, and observa-

bility, One differentiation of requisite variety for general systems

decisions includest system-states, state-variables, state-succession,

system performance index, control signal, output, coat, error, and time.

A speeification of such a set of requisite variety constitutes a logico-

empirical basis for algorithmic advocacy of educational development and a

justification for an allocation of accountability. An interaction of the

information domain with each state of development, state-set, and whole

would enhance decidability.

The evaluation of an educational system qua organization requires

the delineation, procurement, and provision of information for the re-

duction of uncertainty in decision - making., The theoretical basis fOr the

evaluation model derives from a self-organizing meta-structure of Ontogenetio

PregM0i0e: The Self.!..Org444144 meta - structure includes a Oule4dinate

stabilization of syntax and semantics. Two subordinate stabilizations of

completability-consistency and controllability-observability are embedded

in the self-organizing stabilization. The ontogenetic pragmatics include

a stabilization of syntal elements and synergistic relationships in the

pragmatic functions of the organization. The pragmatic functions may

include polity-making, needs assessment, planning, program development,

_program implementation, program evaluation, management information system

resource management, and environmental relations, The purpose of the

evaluation is to-facilitate the improvement of general systems decisions

in educational development,
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